Blow away the competition with our "Top Gun" horizontal pumping system, available on all models. Working in conjunction with the standard vertical pumping system (an option on all models), the horizontal action of the flexible stainless steel double jacketed hose allows for application of material without the need for buckets. The material is easily applied in a 360 degree, 25 foot radius allowing instant access in hard to reach areas. Boom follows operator around melter with minimal effort. Wand system pump can be quickly converted to 1.5" rigid pipe for greater vertical height pumping.

*New Pump recirculating system*

Pump directly to work surface

Recirculating system keeps the pipe hot to eliminate freeze up
ALL NEW * OPTIONS * AVAILABLE

* ATC (Auto Temperature Controls)
* Stainless Steel Firetubes (Long Lasting)
* Front Mount Torches on the A-380
* Diesel Burners

Fully Redesigned Hassle Free System
Optional Auto Temperature Controls are available on all our Hot Material Melters as a standard option or a retrofit of existing equipment. The hassle free manual control items allow precise control of material temperature; simple to operate with the push of a button. No power is required to operate this system as its all mechanically operated.

Longer Lasting Stainless Steel Tubes
We are now installing stainless steel firetubes on all of our melters, which increases longevity and drastically decreases the likelihood of firetube burnout.

Customer Satisfaction
Due to popular demand and customer feedback we are now installing front mount torches on our A-380 Melter along with a more accessible material spout at the rear of our machines. Diesel burners are also available upon request. Give us a call for more information on any of the options listed above and we would be glad to help you with any inquiries.